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ASSU Introduces Joint
Resolution in Wake of
Latest Squabble
After endlessly bickering over a
$2800 disaster known as the Welcome Barbecue, Senators Luukas
Ilves ’09 and Yvorn Aswad-Thomas
’11 offered a joint resolution in the
hopes of restoring collegiality and
camaraderie among the divided student leaders. The resolution stipulated that a joint be passed around
the chamber, with Senate Chair Tiq

Chapa ‘10 partaking first. In Section 2, Ilves and Aswad-Thomas
enumerated the ‘Puff-Puff-Pass’
principle, which will henceforth
revolutionize how Senate meetings
are conducted: “In the interest of
fairness and timeliness, no Senator
shall appropriate for himself more
than two inhalations before passing
the joint to the Senator at his left”
(Section 2).
The resolution passed unanimously, and each Senator attended
to its execution with the utmost
zeal (with the exception of Jonathan McMaster ’11, who coughed
“like a bitch” according to Chapa).
Shortly thereafter, the Senators began work on a discretionary fund
to allocate resources toward future
joint resolutions as well as a factfinding mission to Hampton, VA,
where the recently reunited jamband Phish will be performing in
March 2009.

Stanford Admissions Says
There Is No Way They Would
Have Accepted Gabriella From
High School Musical
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Vice Presidential Adult Film Helps McCain’s
Ratings Within Niche Porn Demographic

The San Jose Mercury News reported Friday that porn kingpin
Larry Flynt is in the process of finishing the final touches to his latest
porn video starring Palin look-alike
Lisa Ann. The film titled “Nailin
Paylin” is set to hit porn shops before the November election and is
said to contain several scenes of
the Vice Presidential candidate doing things that would make even
Bill Clinton blush. Upon hearing
the news, many online bloggers
(porn-addicts) sent in suggestions
for titles such as “Juneau you want
it” and “Northern Exxxposure.”
Reports from The New York Daily
News say…
The faux Sarah is Lisa Ann, who
“will be nailing the Russians who
come knocking on her back door.”
In another scene--a flashback--

“young Palin’s creationist college
professor will explain a ‘big bang’
theory even she can’t deny!”
The film is supposedly centered
around Paylin’s relationship with
Joe Sixpack, your average runof-the-mill American man. Paylin
originally meets Joe after accidentally shooting him on a hunting
expedition, something that is now
expected of all republican vice
presidents. Paylin, a republican,
and Joe, a democrat, engage in bi-

partisan intercourse in a number of
locations including the governor’s
mansion, a hockey rink, and an
abortion clinic. In the final scene
Paylin finds out Joe has been taking Viagra and breaks up with him,
leaving Joe with a 4-hour “boner to
nowhere,” and balls bluer than the
democratic national convention.
Many in the Obama camp fear
that this movie will hurt his ratings
amongst niche porn fanatics. Indeed the most recent Gallup poll of
niche porn addicts saw Obama lose
3 points as a result of the announcement. Republicans are ecstatic, but
pray that this video doesn’t put
any ideas into McCain’s head. Of
course, they are not afraid he will
act on any sexual urges, as that is
physically impossible, they just
don’t want to unnecessarily raise
his blood pressure.

Isolated FroSoCo Residents Declared New Species:
Students Can No Longer Produce Viable Offspring With Taller, More Social People
Biology majors at Stanford University reported the emergence of
a new species yesterday after decades of fieldwork and research.
The Freshman-Sophomore College residents, once thought to be
merely Lagunitans who migrated
closer to the golf ranges, have finally split with their largely Homo
sapien peers.
“It is an incredibly rare thing...
to see the founder’s effect at work
within one campus,” Head researcher Dr. Hufnpuf asserted at the
press conference. “The selectivity
of the dorm, we thought, could be
the only logical factor. But, upon
close study of the ‘FroSoCoans’ in
their natural habitat, we found geographical obstacles- distance from
main quad, FroSoCo’s elevationto be more influential. Our research
has shown that the FroSoCoan can
no longer produce viable offspring
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with other Stanford residents.”
Indeed, many of Stanford’s human students have no idea where
this secretive band is, though a
few have made the perilous journey to “Ricker”, their main social
gathering hub. Here, amid the fat
free milk dispensers and low fat
ice cream squirters, one may catch
a glimpse of the wily FroSoCoan.
Unlike their human counterparts,
most FroSoCoans are short in stat-

ure, thin, and quite skittish. Their
shyness towards outsiders is rivaled only by the sheer fervor with
which they mumble scientific and
mathematical analogies to other
FroSoCoans. One intrepid senior
has proposed that these ramblings
compose a sort of language for the
Governor’s Corner residents, but
no conclusive proposals have surfaced yet, save that the utterances
are, at best, “really awkward”.
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“Have you seen the Stanford Flipside? It’s hilarious!”
EVERYONE AROUND THE STANFORD CAMPUS. (REMEMBER THERE IS MORE ONLINE: FLIPSIDE.STANFORD.EDU)

REBUS PUZZLES

Can you guess the common word
or phrase portrayed below?

NUMBERS

8,4,11,32, 9 3/4,81

last weeks answers: HOLE IN ONE, THE SKY’S THE LIMIT, GO
ABOVE AND BEYOND, TENNIS SHOES

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

The numbers on the current propositions pending in the state of
California. There has been much talk on Stanford of propositions 4 and 8, and now 11 is getting a little more airtime. In the
future, expect to hear more about Proposition 32, which is calling for the state of California to change its shape, and Proposition 9 and three quarters which is calling for an end to discrimination against all muggles. Finally, within a month advocates of
Proposition 81 will be on the Stanford campus. Proposition 81,
which is calling for California to donate a bag of Lays chips to
each of its students, is hailed as a major step forward for education, but it too has drawn its fair share of critics.

This is a simple substitution code. Each letter is replaced by a different letter. Try to
decode the message or quote below. HINT D=T

“JGGQNSUVB DQ WQID IDRSULI, ELQEKL’I VRWCLN QVL YLJN UI ERCKUG IELJXUVB. VRWCLN DPQ UI SLJDT.
SLJDT UI VRWCLN DPQ. SQLI DTJD IQRVS NUBTD? DTUI WLJVI DQ DTL JHLNJBL ELNIQV, UY OQR BQ DQ J YRVLNJK, OQR’NL CLDDLN QYY UV DTL GJIXLD DTJV SQUVB DTL LRKQBO.” - ALNNO ILUVYLKS
LAST WEEK’S ANSWER: “ANY FOOL CAN MAKE THINGS BIGGER, MORE COMPLEX, AND MORE VIOLENT. IT TAKES A TOUCH OF GENIUS AND A LOT OF COURAGE - TO MOVE IN THE OPPOSITE DIRECTION.” - ALBERT EINSTEIN

SUDOKU
Level: 8

Fill in the grid so each column,
row, and 3x3 box has the
numbers 1 through 9.

JUMBLE

Unscramble these four ordinary
jumbles, and use the letters in
circles to answer the final question.

NOIRY

PEWST

WHERE THE ROOK
WENT TO SELL
HIS THINGS

GILPHT

NARPAL

THE
SUDOKU PROVIDED BY SUDOKU-PUZZLES.NET

Note: All names and stories are fictional, unless public
figures are being satirized. Remember, these are all jokes.

LAST WEEKS ANSWERS: SIGHS BATON BILLOW FORGED the laws for
ambidexterity BILL OF RIGHTS
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